Abstract-For spectral clustering is applied to image segmentation is difficult to calculate the spectral weight matrix of the actual problem, we have defined the pixel distance between the point and the class is given a sampling theorem, the design of a hierarchical image segmentation algorithm in the use of this algorithm for image segmentation. By adjusting the scaling factor to merge or split a large class of smaller classes, so the image segmentation both randomness but also has multi-scale feature, called spectral clustering based on multi-scale stochastic tree image segmentation (SCMSTIS). The experimental results show that the algorithm is effective.
INTRODUCTION
Image segmentation is the image segmentation with different characteristics into disjoint connected sub-regions in the process, the results of image analysis and image understandings are important. Clustering is a common image segmentation techniques have been proposed over the years many based clustering image segmentation algorithm, such as K-means [1] [2] , Fuzzy C-Means [3] , EM (Expectationmaximization Algorithm) [4] [5] , Self-organizing map [6] , etc. However, these methods often do not consider the spatial information of an image, resulting in divided areas is not continuous, and most cases can't get global optimal solution.
The reference [8] had proposed spectral clustering method proposed in this paper through the pixel sampling, and sampling points using the spectral clustering, the remaining tap nearest to solve clustering principle spectral clustering is applied to image segmentation right eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the problem is difficult to calculate this end, this paper defines the pixel distance between the point and the class, followed by a sampling of questions to establish a number of samples with class the proportion of the overall relationship between the final adoption of the pixels between the right edge of the introduction of the scale factor, the design of a recursive hierarchical multi-scale segmentation algorithm, called spectral clustering based image segmentation multi-scale stochastic tree algorithm, to solve the spectral clustering is applied to image segmentation problem is difficult to calculate spectral. 
II. RELATED DEFINITIONS
, (1)
(2) There exists a unary function of
R is called two similarity function between pixels.
Obviously: 
III. SPECTRAL CLUSTERING BASED ON MULTI-SCALE STOCHASTIC TREE IMAGE SEGMENTATION
This section reviews the reference [8] proposed spectral clustering algorithm, and then the image pixels in the study sample is obtained based on a sampling theorem, and finally according to the theorem based on spectral clustering image multi-scale stochastic tree segmentation algorithm.
A. Spectral Clustering Algorithm based on Weight Matrix
The reference [8] perturbation theory using matrix spectral clustering analyzes, and presents a spectral clustering algorithm based on weight matrix (SCAWM), the algorithm can be described as follows:
Step 1 Step 3:
by number of categories:
Step Step 6: The calculated number of classes, if the class number is equal to k then clustering the end, otherwise return to step 5 to re-select parameter flag.
B. Spectral Clustering Based on Multi-scale Stochastic Tree Image Segmentation Algorithm
According to section B's conclusions drawn from V and 50 samples with SCAWM clustering algorithm, then the principle of using the nearest pixel point and the distance between classes to other elements of a cluster can get V split. noted that according to the sampling theorem, the segmentation method is conducive to segment the class from V larger proportion of the class, which may result in less image segmentation (It is segmented from the image if the area should continue to be divided, then the images are referred to herein due to segmentation).
To solve this problem, we consider the recursive segmentation method for segmentation of the class division continue, since the image will be generated for recursive partitioning a "tree", and because each partition requires random sampling, so get will be a random tree, so this article called random tree image segmentation.
In the above image random tree split in favor of the first division despite a larger proportion of the class of the class, but because of the randomness of the sampling may also produce an image of the over-segmentation in order to solve this problem, we consider the similarity function 
R v v i j N 
, then the divided process by dynamically adjusting the value of  to prevent oversegmentation, specific practices are as follows: initial segmentation of the image, take a larger  to merge smaller classes, resulting in an image obtained when compared with the initial segmentation "rough" scale division; subsequent segmentation of the image through the process of gradually reducing  to get the image more "small" partition so that the role of the scale factor, on the one hand to prevent oversegmentation of the image, on the other hand makes the image segmentation from the "coarse" to "fine" in, got a multi-scale image segmentation.
Summing up the above can be obtained as follows based on spectral clustering image segmentation algorithm multiscale stochastic tree:
Step 1: The pixels in the image I constructed weighted graph with vertex set of
Step 2: For selected small positive number of  , calculate the value of b , determine the number of samples n ;
Step 3: Not back from V n samples taken at random in 
Step 5: Selecting the appropriate scale factor of  , for the separation of subclasses. Repeat the above step 1 to step 5.
In the use of SCMSTIS to image segmentation, there are two parameters need to be determined: the sample size n and the scale factor of  . According to the discussion of section B, in the general case, the sample size n=50 to solve the problem. Determine the scale factor  is the spectral clustering applications a difficult problem, the reference [7] gives an empirical method for determining the reference [9] proposed using learning methods, depending on the image content to determine the appropriate scale factor , first proposed the use of large-scale factor for coarse image segmentation, and then use small-scale factor of the image to continue dividing both fine complement to the above method, but also is an attempt to determine the scale factor. SCMSTIS can be applied directly interact image segmentation, through the choice of the scale factor can not only control the segmentation process artificially, but also on the region of interest for detailed segmentation, while not interested in the area is not split, which in some applications, such as military target identification and medical diagnosis has a good application value.
IV. EXPRIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to verify the validity of SCMSTIS, this paper some synthetic and real images on the experiments selected parameters: 0.05
, the number of samples 50 n  .
A. Algorithm Verification
In order to verify the validity of SCMSTIS, this paper will be applied to the synthetic image segmentation, and then in the sub-synthetic and real images and more experiments on a large number of experimental results show SCMSTIS has a good segmentation performance. Figure 1 is the SCMSTIS for a color image segmentation results. Selected similarity function is: 
B. Comparative Analysis
In order to evaluate the performance of the division SCMSTIS, the paper carried out the following two experiments:
With the associated spectral clustering image segmentation algorithm has comparative experiments. The SCMSTIS based Normalized cut [7] and Min-max cut [10] algorithm for image segmentation objective comparison, Figure 2 is a test the results from the experimental results, though they are based on spectral clustering image segmentation algorithm, using SCMSTIS segmentation results significantly better than on Normalized cut and Minmax cut segmentation results. The analysis of the main reason is Normalized cut and Min-max cut during the clustering tend to get two types of similarity within the same class, but he was not SCMSTIS making such a request clustering, so get the class more in line with the actual situation. 
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, spectral clustering is applied to image segmentation right eigenvalues and eigenvectors is difficult to calculate the actual difficulties presented spectral clustering based on multi-scale stochastic tree image segmentation algorithm (SCMSTIS). This algorithm has the following characteristics: (1) Only a small number of sampling points for the use SCAWM cluster, while the number of non-sampling points using a simple principle for the nearest cluster, thus SCMSTIS can be used for large images (e.g. SAR image) of segmentation; (2) By tree image segmentation to solve the image segmentation problem due to, because every partition has a random, so SCMSTIS is a random tree segmentation method; (3) By introducing a scaling factor so that the image segmentation from "coarse" to "fine" for, as the scale factor varies with the split, so SCMSTIS is a multi-scale segmentation method; (4) It is divided in different scales, in order to get better segmentation results, you can choose a different similarity function, reflects SCMSTIS flexibility.
